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Urbanism what happened?
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_In the 20th century, population has boomed exponentially to the point in
cities around the world, population has doubled in the time on 20 years.
E.g. Istanbul : 6 to 12million people, Lagos: 2 to 7, & China prepares for even
more staggering multiplications

_Modernism has failed in the sense of brining quality architecture through
abstraction and repetition.

_He states that the city has a type of resistance to change, as there have
been many attempts by architects to make the city function in a certain way
�“creatively, logistically and politically�” they have in a sense failed. Likens the
control to a human versing a computer in chess and constantly being
outwitted by the computer.

_Unwelcomed influences has changed the urban condition to the point of
no return. The city is stuck in a cycle that is said to be irreversible.

_He states large mistakes in the implementation of infrastructure such as
airports, highways, high rise buildings.

_New urbanism �“it will be the staging of uncertainty, It will no longer be
concerned with the arrangement of more of less permanent objects but with
the irrigation of territories with potential�”

_The new urbanism is about creating forms that cannot be crystallized into
one definitive form and not be constrained by a singular program. It will not
be about the manipulation of existing infrastructure. It will be about what
can be modified and not tied by constraints.



Tabula Rasa

An Extension of La Defense
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_A competition was called for an extension of La Defense
_The main attribute of the site is to extend the famous AXIS that
starts at the Louvre through the Grande Arch at La Defense

_Government believed that it should be a unglamorous line with meaning

_The paradox of the competition was that the extension of La Defense was already there.
_A typical accommodation of undeniably inferior buildings built between the fifties and nineties
_Most of the older buildings were in disrepair: Social Housing & Office buildings

_La Défense is Europe's largest purpose built
business district to the West of the city of Paris.

_For many visitors who come to Paris with a preset
image in their mind, the Business District is rather
unexpected, and its true value lies in its position
at the far end of the Historical Axis.
_La Défense is indeed the height of the Historical
Axis which starts at the Louvre and continues
through the Place de la Concorde, the Champs
Elysées and the Arc de Triomphe.

Proposition

Context

Aerial View _La Defense, FranceHistorical Axis



La Defense, Business District

How many of these buildings
deserve eternal life?

_The average contemporary building has a Paradoxically short life
expectancy
_Built of materials unsuited for eternity
_Architecture is now little
_The building has become the momentary embodiment of an
opportunistic financial envelope that after 20,25 years simply expires

Paris, France, view on Avenue de la Grande Armee and La Défense



_The idea of starting from scratch was brought up, and devised as a really efficient way to keep the urban landscape thriving and
able to continually adapt to the ever increasing and changing density of the city. He proposes that any building over 25 years old
could be considered obsolete and �“potentially removable�”, by doing this practice large areas of the city would be opened up.

_Rem describes the adaptability of the current urban landscape by using the analogy of a metal ball chained to the leg of a prisoner.
The prisoner is un able to break free, and can only merely chip away at the paint and has made only a dent in the problem. This also
applies to the city on a large urban landscape where existing old buildings weight down the city and very little things can be changed
to alter that to the point where they become obsolete.

Rationale



_This idea applied to controlled sections of the city
_The liberated area could then be re thought and a new typology could be applied
_The idea of continual construction and deconstruction

Iterations



Manhattan Grid System

_TheManhattan Grid was a key component in the urbanisation of the city.

_This Grid is very useful as it has a long and short dimension which allows for
a huge amount of street activity while allowing to accommodate a variety of
building typologies.

_The Grid Pattern is pedestrian friendly and assists with navigation around the
city.

_This Grid Pattern is ideal for town centers and hubs due to the fact that it
allows for high density building types. They layout of the space is not efficient
for single dwellings and space is limited. i.e. tower buildings,
high density residential.

_Disadvantages: is the regular intervals disrupt continuous flow of traffic
(cars, bikes and pedestrians).

Average Manhattan block size

80
m

320m

Manhattan Grid System

Manhattan grid system, The commissioner's Plan 1811



Manhattan�’s Grid implementation
�“this method is least limiting and most enabling�”

_Grid projected to the entire field of the competition area
to expose progressively this new system.

_This grid proposed is conceptual and operational
_Along its entire perimeter will generate a string of hybrids
and different intensifications.

Implementation
Urban Context
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Suburbia: Manhattan Grid implementation

6 blocks 41 blocks
Oatlands, NSW

Implementation

Suburban Context

Floor Space Ratio 3:1



13 blocks 45 blocks
Fairfield, SW

These diagrams represents the different possibilities that we can apply to
create suburban patterns, which allows to establish a new housing
typology, that can be implemented to create other uses and to standardize
the size of housing. Currently suburbs are becoming more disconnected &
isolated and the current density problems that many cities are going
through makes it even more challenging to create suburban models. The
Manhattan Grid its very useful as it has a long and short dimension which
allows to have a huge amount of street activity and also to have different
building types. These could be implemented base on Koolhaas theory of a
two dimensional disciplines & and independent potential freedom in third
dimension & contemporary typologies. Floor Space Ratio 1:1
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